JABRA GN9125
Duo

Datasheet

Twice the clarity.
Exceptional wireless range.
The wireless Jabra GN9125 Duo headset sets new standards for
professional communication in noisy office environments and
contact centers. The duo version of the award-winning Jabra
GN9125 Series offers true wireless freedom combined with superior
comfort and great sound quality.

The Jabra GN9125 Duo is reliable and designed for demanding
environments. PeakStop™ eliminates overly loud sounds, and the
headset is compatible with virtually any telephone. The Jabra
GN9125 Duo helps you excel by giving you the freedom to work
your way.

- Great listening accuracy with duo speakers
- 	Noise canceling microphone for reduced background noise and
crystal-clear calls
- Up to 300 feet of unbeaten wireless freedom
- Up to 12 hours of talk time
- Multi-unit conferencing capability
- Lightweight headband wearing style for all-day comfort
The wireless Jabra GN9125 Duo headset is the professional choice
for wireless hands-free telephony. Giving you up to 300 feet of
range, up to 12 hours talk time plus a host of innovative features,
the Jabra GN9125 Duo lets you get more done.
Conference calls have become a way of life in today’s business
world. The Jabra GN9125 Duo’s multi-unit conferencing capability
lets up to four headsets join in on a call. Enjoy fully mobile
conference calls without the hassle of crackling speakerphones or
meeting room bookings. Adding the Jabra GN1000 remote handset
lifter with the Jabra GN9125 Duo enables you to remotely answer/
end calls and with the Jabra GN8110 RJ9 adapter you get instant
access to PC-based IP telephony.

Jabra® is a registered trademark of GN Netcom A/S
www.jabra.com

JABRA GN9125
Duo

FEATUREs & BENEFITs
Feature

Benefit

Duo speakers

No interference from surrounding noise. Greater listening accuracy

Noise canceling microphone

Excellent noise reduction – great for open, loud office environments

Range of up to 300 feet

The Jabra GN9125 Series unrivalled range gives you up to 300 feet of mobility away from your base unit!

Up to 12 hours of talk time

With talk time of up to 12 hours, the Jabra GN9125 Duo won’t let you down during even the longest of days

Duo headset sold seperately

Upgrade with existing Jabra GN9125 base

Conference calling

The multi-unit conferencing features let up to four headsets join a call. Now you can hold a fully mobile conference from
virtually anywhere in the office!

Mute function

If you need to consult with others while on the phone, the mute function lets you quickly pause the transmission of your voice

Volume control

Receive adjustment:
You’re in full control of your caller’s voice volume. Simply press the volume up/down buttons to adjust it
Transmit setting:
Naturally, you can even adjust the volume of your own transmitted voice to suit the person on the other end

PeakStop™ Protection

The Jabra GN9125 Duo guards against sudden loud noise spikes from the telephone network – max 118 dB SPL (RMS)

Technology

1.9 GHz DECT 6,0. With proven DECT technology, you always get distortion-free, fully secure calling

Warranty

1 year warranty. Rest assured with no fine print warranty

